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2024 Grand Design Momentum 410TH $166,208
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Description Description 2024 Grand Design Momentum 410TH, Grand Design Momentum
fifth wheel toy hauler 410TH highlights: Front Private Bedroom Rollover Sofas
Kitchen Island Separated Bathroom Dual Entry Doors There is much to love about
this fifth wheel toy hauler! Starting with the 13' 6" garage that comes with Happi-
jac rollover sofas with table and a top bed above them, an overhead bed, an LED
TV, one of the dual entry doors, and a half bath. You will also love the ramp
door/patio for entertainment at night. The chef will love cooking in the kitchen
with a hutch, three burner cooktop, and an island with a flip-up countertop and
two bar stools for extra helpers. The rest of the group can socialize together at
either the free standing dinette or at the chaise lounge with pull-out sofa across
from the entertainment center with an LED TV and fireplace. As you head to the
front of the unit, you will pass through the separated bathroom with a private
toilet and a shower with a flip-up teak seat. It enters directly into the front private
bedroom where there is a king bed slide to lay your head on at night, a front
wardrobe prepped to add a washer and dryer, and a flip-up dresser with TV prep
above it! The Momentum fifth wheel toy haulers by Grand Design are built for four
seasons of travel with your off-road toys and include luxurious accommodations
throughout for extreme living! Each is constructed to a superior standard with the
thermal roof design, the full-laminated walls, and the triple insulated garage floor.
The MORryde CRE3000 suspension system and rubber pin box, plus the upgraded
axle hangers provide the performance and smooth towing you desire, while the
interior offers luxury such as color changing LED accent lighting, raised panel
hardwood cabinet doors with hidden hinges, and a central vacuum system. Each
toy hauler also includes four packages, including the Garage Package with Tuff-
Ply gas and oil resistant flooring, the Weather-Tek Package with a Stealth AC
System, and the Interior Luxury Package with solid surface countertops! Sleeps 5
Slideouts 3

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 300745
VIN Number: 573FM4738RBB02200
Condition: New

Item address 1577 WELLS ROAD, 32073, Orange Park, Florida, United States
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